
 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription SP1 Release Notes 

Welcome to the Autodesk® Smoke® 2015 Desktop Subscription Service Pack 1. 

System Requirements 

Smoke requires a recent iMac or Mac Pro to run. For detailed specifications, see this page. 

The supported AJA driver is version 10.5.1. 

The supported Blackmagic Design driver is version 10.1. 

Software Compatibility 

Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before installing the current 
version. 

Previous 
Version of 

Smoke 
Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription 

Projects and 
Media Library 

Read-Only. 

What you can access and how you access it depends on the version from which you are upgrading. 

• Upgrading from Smoke 2013 or later:  
o You can Convert or Convert and keep a copy your project from the Startup 

screen. Once converted, the project becomes identical to a project created in the 
current version, with access to the libraries and the clips they contain. 

o You cannot open a converted project using the original Smoke; use Convert and 
keep a copy to keep a copy that remains accessible by the original Smoke. You 
can also delete a project and its media as you would a native project, without 
having to first convert it. 

o Upgrading from a version prior to Smoke 2013:  
 You cannot open a project created in a version prior Smoke 2013. 

However, you can still access the clip libraries of those projects through 
the MediaHub, using the Projects browser. You can only delete projects 
and clip libraries from the application version that created them. 

 If the original project is on the same system: Create a project in the 
current release and then copy the clip libraries from the old project to the 
new project using the MediaHub. 

If the original project is on another system: If it has a previous version from 2007 onward installed, 
transfer the clip libraries to a project on the current system. Alternatively, you can archive the project 
from an older version and restore the archive in the latest version. See the application help for 
instructions on creating and restoring archives. 

Archives 
Read-only. 
Archives created using earlier versions of Creative Finishing applications are read-only when 
restored in Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription. That is, you can restore an older archive in the 
current version, but you cannot append material to it; you must create a new archive. 

 Users Incompatible. Create a user in Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription. 

Setups Compatible. 

http://autodesk.com/SMOKE-SYSTEMREQUIREMENTS


 

Important: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription has limited compatibility with Flame 2015, Smoke 2015 
(perpetual license), and Flame Premium 2015 (Flame, Lustre, Flame Assist, Flare), as described in the table 
below. 

You want to: 
From: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription

To: Smoke 2015 (perpetual license)/ 
Flame/Flame Premium 2015 

From: Flame/Flame Premium 2015 
(and earlier) or 

Smoke 2015 (perpetual license) 
To: Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription 

Restore an archive Impossible Possible 

Transfer clips  
(MediaHub's Projects tab) 

Impossible Possible 

Open Projects  
(Convert or Convert and 
keep a copy) 

Impossible Possible 

 



 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription SP1 Fixed Bugs List 

Key Components Summary

SMOK-22766 Archive / Restore Archiving: Need better handling of source media caching errors - ERROR 23. 

SMOK-22511 Archive / Restore Unsaved batch sources are lost when dragging the desktop into an archive. 

SMOK-22442 Archive / Restore Smoke crashes when dragging a restored desktop from library to current 
Desktop. 

SMOK-18281 Archive / Restore Archive: restored clips did not contain the data that was expected. 

SMOK-22289 Backburner Export takes more time when there are a lot of audio clips within the same 
sequence. 

SMOK-22478 Backburner "Background Tasks" and "Available Local Services" lists remain empty on certain 
hosts. 

SMOK-22395 Batch / BFX / CFX Saving project inside BFX/CFX/MK does not save anything. 

SMOK-21721 Batch / BFX / CFX No longer possible to replace the Source clip in BFX/CFX. 

SMOK-22266 Batch / BFX / CFX In Color Warper Invert Matte is not kept when first exiting BFX/CFX. 

SMOK-22742 Batch / BFX / CFX Crash: When opening a project or a setup containing caches on Mac 

SMOK-18435 Conform Using MediaHub to drag and drop EDL ignores Resolution From Project setting. 

SMOK-22957 Data 
Management 

Convert Project Not Working When Setup Directory Is Not /usr/discreet/project. 

SMOK-22892 Data 
Management 

Red frames because of too low ref count. 

SMOK-22257 Data 
Management 

Media Hub: Create any new folder in local or remote path and then rename it 
will crash the app 

SMOK-21696 Data 
Management 

Crash Entering Action after switching projects. 

SMOK-22893 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Gap BFX/CFX loses its setup when reformatting a mixed bit depth sequence. 

SMOK-22888 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Gap BFX/CFX loses its setup when reformatting from progressive to interlace and 
vice-versa. 

SMOK-22335 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Desktop unexpectedly reordered after a crash or a hang. 

SMOK-21977 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

CRASH when cutting gap with gestural action. 



 

Key Components Summary

SMOK-22343 LUSTRE: 
Installation and 
Software 
Configuration 

Eizo CG277: Lustre Ctrl-F7 mode is unusable when the primary monitor is 27". 

SMOK-22907 Media Import / 
Export 

Resize on import is broken for remote project workflow. 

SMOK-22507 Media Import / 
Export 

Export QuickTime: last audio frame is missing. 

SMOK-22505 Media Import / 
Export 

Cannot export QuickTime ProRes with a LUT. 

SMOK-22459 Media Import / 
Export 

Export: "Entry not found" error because app mistakenly deleted the temp library. 

SMOK-22723 Media Panel CRASH MediaHub if you set a bit depth resize then load a 1DLUT with a different 
destination bit depth using the dropdown. 

SMOK-21632 MediaHub MediaHub is not refreshed properly after deleting a Workspace and might lead 
to crash. 

SMOK-21037 Preferences / 
Project / User  

Project Management: UI overlay error after project switch. 

SMOK-21749 Processing / Burn 
/ Background 
Reactor 

Desktop reels view changes to Default library view after a Burn/Background 
reactor job. 

SMOK-22212 Sparks Sparks: spark errors when missing input, instead of regular batch errors. 

SMOK-22740 Sparks Using new Sparks 7 crashes the application. 

SMOK-22551 Timeline FX Matchbox data not created on disks when user ID has too many characters - 
Leading to BFX/CFX lost. 

SMOK-22538 Timeline FX Crash when trimming 2 segments having TW SoftFX. 

SMOK-22430 Timeline FX BFX/CFX setups are lost when crashing while editing BFX/CFX. 

SMOK-22237 Timeline FX Crash deleting Audio SFX by dragging down the SFX pipeline icon. 

SMOK-22058 Timeline FX Timewarp interpolation issue when changing clip length in timeline. 

SMOK-22709 UI Implement new Web Links for Smoke Mac. 

SMOK-22339 Views and 
Multiviews 

Display image is cropped at the top when toggling viewers if broadcast set to 
'Show Selected'. 

SMOK-22731 Wiretap Central Wiretap Central export does not work in the 2015 release. 

SMOK-21951 Wiretap Gateway OSX is not able to decode QuickTime DNxHD properly . 



 

Smoke 2015 Desktop Subscription SP1 Known Bugs List 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-23096 Action Selecting media in Action schematic doesn't 
update the UI. 

None - You have to scroll to the media 
layer that's highlighted. 

SMOK-23039 Action Asserts when using 4 K Input resolutions for 
Substance in F8 view. 

  

SMOK-22898 Action Generated Normal maps contain artifacts 
(black pixels). 

  

SMOK-22982 Audio Applying an Audio Gain on top of an Audio 
Timewarp causes Corruption. 

  

SMOK-22822 AVIO Missing right eye on stereo capture.   

SMOK-22872 Batch / BFX / CFX ACTION stabilizer setup options are not 
persistent within same session. 

  

SMOK-23029 Color Corrector / 
Color Warper 

Moving the CC range curves changes the 
gamma of the actual image. 

  

SMOK-22913 Color Management Process color transform in LUT editor tool = 
crash. 

  

SMOK-22800 Conform XML exported by FCP 10.2 seed cannot be 
imported in Smoke. 

  

SMOK-23045 Data Management Crash if trying to convert a project that has 
been archived previously. 

Restore the project initially archived. 

SMOK-22825 Data Management IN INVESTIGATION: Closing Libraries - Deletes 
all material. 

  

SMOK-22897 IFFFS: Batch 
General 

Map Convert: corruption on the output when 
connected to other nodes. 

  

SMOK-23020 Media - Import / 
Export 

MediaHub: Bit depth confusion using From 
LUT / From Source. 

Make sure bit depth is correct, and 
manually fix it if needed. 

SMOK-22811 Media - Import / 
Export 

MediaHub: export's auto-refresh does not 
refresh folder creation. 

Refresh manually. 

SMOK-23051 Media Panel Select All does not work when scan directories 
is on. 

  

SMOK-23003 Rendering / Burn / 
Background 
Reactor 

Thumbnail view is switched when Background 
Reactor/Burn render is completed. 

  

SMOK-22961 Stone and Wire New project available on host without 
partition. 

  



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 

SMOK-22830 Timeline FX Crash in Motion Estimation of Timewarp on 
Timeline. 

  

SMOK-23026 Wiretap Server Creating project with invalid character '/' crash 
the Wiretap server. 

  

 


